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Abstract

The goal of dialogue relation extraction (DRE)001
is to identify the relation between two enti-002
ties in a given dialogue. During conversa-003
tions, speakers may expose their relations to004
certain entities by some clues, such evidences005
called “triggers”. However, none of the ex-006
isting work on DRE tried to detect triggers007
and leverage the information for enhancing the008
performance. This paper proposes TREND, a009
multi-tasking BERT-based model which learns010
to identify triggers for improving relation ex-011
traction. The experimental results show that the012
proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art013
on the benchmark datasets. 1014

1 Introduction015

The goal of relation extraction (RE) is to identify016

the semantic relation type between two mentioned017

entities from a given text piece, which is one of the018

basic and important natural language understand-019

ing (NLU) problems (Zhang et al., 2017; Zhou and020

Chen, 2021; Cohen et al., 2020). In terms of the021

problem setting, we are usually given a written sen-022

tence and a query pair containing two entities and023

asked to return the most possible relation type from024

a predefined set of relations. Dialogue Relation025

Extraction (DRE), on the other hand, aims to exca-026

vate underlying cross-sentence relation in natural027

human communications (Yu et al., 2020; Jia et al.,028

2020). The problem itself is well-motivated, rela-029

tions between entities in dialogues could potentially030

provide dialogue systems with additional features031

for better dialogue management (Peng et al., 2018;032

Su et al., 2018a) and generating more appropriate033

responses (Su et al., 2018b).034

Figure 1 illustrates an example of the recently-035

proposed dataset, DialogRE (Yu et al., 2020).036

Given a conversation and a query pair, we aim037

to identify the interpersonal relationship between038

the entities, the entities can be not only human but039

1The source code will be released once accepted.

Speaker 2: He didn't have a last name. It was just "Tag". You 
know, like Cher, or, you know, Moses.

Speaker 3: But it was a deep meaningful relaBonship.

Speaker 2: Oh, you know what - my first impression of you 
was absolutely right. You are arrogant, you are pompous ... 

Arguments

(Tag, Speaker 2) a deep meaningful 
relaBonship

per:girl/boyfriend

(Speaker 2, Speaker 3) arrogant per:negaBve_impression

Trigger Rela/on

Figure 1: An example of dialogue relation extraction
from DialogRE dataset, the blue dashed arrow lines con-
nect the subjects, the triggers, and the objects. Triggers
are clues of relations between entities, the DialogRE
dataset has annotation of them.

other types of entities like locations. Furthermore, 040

with longer context than a single sentence, Dialo- 041

gRE also has annotation on the evidences of rela- 042

tions within conversation flow, called Triggers. A 043

trigger can be a short phrase or even a single word, 044

and different part-of-speech of words are possible. 045

In the example, the clue for knowing Speaker 3 has 046

negative impression on Speaker 3 is that Speaker 047

2 once said “You are arrogant.” Such hint is intu- 048

itively useful for identifying the relations. However, 049

none of previous work tried to explicitly leveraged 050

the trigger information for DRE. 051

Prior work can be divided into two main lines, 052

one of which is graph-based methods. DHGAT 053

(Chen et al., 2020) presents an attention-based het- 054

erogeneous graph network to model multiple types 055

of features; GDPNet (Xue et al., 2020b) construct 056

latent multi-view graphs to model possible relation- 057

ships among tokens in a long sequence, and then to 058

refine the graphs by iterative graph convolution and 059

special graph pooling techniques. Another branch 060

is BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2018) methods (Yu 061

et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2020a), the backbones of 062

the model architectures are BERTs. SimepleRE 063
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Figure 2: The proposed method is composed of two components: (1) a multi-tasking BERT with two fine-tuning
tasks (trigger prediction, and prediction of having a trigger or not), and (2) a relation predictor with feature fusion
by attention.

(Xue et al., 2020a) is a simple BERT model with064

an additional refinement gate for iteratively finding065

high-confidence prediction. LSR (Nan et al., 2020)066

proposed a latent structure refinement method for067

better reasoning in the document-level relation ex-068

traction task.069

In this work, we propose TREND, a multi-070

tasking model base on BERT with an attentional071

relation predictor, where we design some auxiliary072

tasks for trigger prediction. Specifically, TREND073

has (1) extractive-style trigger identification by pre-074

dicting start-end pointers, and (2) binary classifier075

for existence of triggers.The proposed methods are076

simple and flexible, and the experimental results077

show that our model achieves the state-of-the-art078

on DialogRE (Yu et al., 2020) and DDRel (Jia et al.,079

2020).080

2 Proposed Method081

The core idea of this work is to identify trig-082

ger spans and accordingly leverage the informa-083

tion of them for improving the relation extraction.084

We hereby propose Trigger-enhanced Relation-085

Extraction Network for Dialogues, TREND.086

2.1 Problem Formulation087

Given a piece of dialogue context D composed of088

text tokens D = {xi} and a query pair q containing089

a subject entity and an object entity q = (s, o), we090

aim to find a function f to find the most possible091

relations between the entities from a predefined set092

of relations R,093

f(D, q) → R.094

Note that a single query pair can have multiple095

relations but we follow the setting of previous work096

where if a query has multiple relation labels, it will 097

be split into multiple data samples with the same 098

input (D, q) and different single target label. 099

2.2 TREND 100

The proposed TREND has two main modules, (1) 101

a multi-tasking BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) for en- 102

coding context and identifying triggers, and (2) a 103

relation predictor for predicting relation by fusing 104

the context feature and the trigger span. 105

Trigger Prediction As illustrated in Figure 2, 106

an input (D, q) will be first augmented into a 107

BERT-style sequence. Specifically, the format is 108

"[CLS] D [SEP] s [CLS] o", [CLS] and [SEP] are 109

classification and separator special tokens, respec- 110

tively. We also follow the method in (Yu et al., 111

2020) to replace the speaker tokens in D. The 112

[CLS] tokens at different position in the sequence 113

may carry different meaning after encoding by 114

BERT. In our model, we assume the encoding of 115

the [CLS] token in the beginning of the sequence 116

contains contextual information of whole input se- 117

quence. 118

Since triggers certainly exist in the input dia- 119

logue context, we propose to use an extractive- 120

style method by predicting start-end pointers (De- 121

vlin et al., 2018), which is prevalent in Question- 122

Answering area (Lee et al., 2016; Rajpurkar et al., 123

2016). The task is a single-label classification prob- 124

lem of predicting the most possible positions, hence 125

the cross entropy loss is conducted. 126

Binary Gate Not every given query has a rela- 127

tion, in these cases, the labels are "Unanswerable". 128

Certainly, such samples would not have trigger an- 129

notations. We hereby propose to learn a binary 130
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Model DialogRE DDRel
4-class 6-class 13-class

F1 Acc Macro-F Acc Macro-F Acc Macro-F
(a) CNN 48.0 42.7 / 47.3 33.3 / 35.0 37.8 / 38.5 31.5 / 30.4 32.3 / 22.2 9.2 / 7.1
(b) BERT 60.6 47.1 / 58.1 44.5 / 52.0 41.9 / 42.3 39.4 / 38.0 39.4 / 39.7 20.4 / 24.1
(c) GDPNet 64.3 - - - - - -
(d) SimpleRE ∗60.4 - - - - - -
(e) TREND 66.8 51.5 / 65.4 46.5 / 61.2 40.3 / 52.6 43.0 / 55.0 40.5 / 46.2 21.2 / 34.7
(f) TREND-L 67.8 51.6 / 60.3 46.5 / 54.0 42.5 / 46.2 43.0 / 48.2 34.4 / 43.6 19.9 / 36.3
(g) (e) - BG 65.2 52.5 / 53.8 45.3 / 49.7 37.0 / 43.6 41.8 / 45.9 36.6 / 43.6 26.4 / 36.3
(h) (f) - BG 66.2 41.5 / 47.4 40.3 / 44.9 39.0 / 42.3 43.1 / 42.9 38.5 / 34.6 17.3 / 21.1

Table 1: The performance of the models on automatic metrics, the official DDRel has different level (session-
level/pair-level) and different granularity of evaluation settings (4,6,13-class). ∗ Though SimpleRE reports 66.7
in the paper, their problem setting is different from the others; here we take the one with the same setting for fair
comparison, we will detail this in Section 3.

classifier as a gate, if the binary gate gives over 0.5131

score, we suppose the given sample does not have132

triggers and accordingly use empty trigger spans133

for prediction. The binary cross entropy loss is134

conducted as the loss function.135

Relation Predictor Now we have a context vec-136

tor (encoded [CLS] token) and a predicted trigger137

span, we then feed them into the predictor for re-138

lation prediction, as depicted in Figure 2. The fea-139

tures are fused by the following generic attention140

mechanism, the query is the context vector and the141

keys and the values are trigger words:142 ∑
softmax(c · xi) · xi,143

where c is the context vector and xi is the BERT144

encoding of words. The merged feature is then fed145

into a 1-layer feed-forward network for final rela-146

tion prediction. Because the task is a single-label147

classification problem, hence the cross entropy loss148

is conducted.149

Finally, all the losses from the above objectives150

are linearly combined and the whole model can151

be trained in an end-to-end manner. For each ob-152

jective, we have a weight parameter to adjust the153

impact of it. We also apply schedule sampling154

(Bengio et al., 2015) on trigger prediction and bi-155

nary signal when feeding into the relation predictor.156

3 Experiments157

In all the experiments, we use mini-batch Adam158

with learning rate 3e−5 as the optimizer on Nvidia159

Tesla V100. The ratio of teacher forcing and other160

hyper-parameters were selected by grid search in161

(0,1] with step 0.1. The whole training takes 30162

epochs without any early-stop method. The entire163

Speaker 1: What’s up?

Speaker 2: Monica and I are engaged.

Speaker 1: Oh my God. Congratulations.

Speaker 2: Thanks.

Argument Relation Predicted
Trigger

(Speaker 2,
Monica)

girl/boyfriend engaged

Table 2: An example of the predicted results of our
model on the DialogRE dataset.

implementation was based on PyTorch and Hug- 164

gingFace transformers2 package. Other details will 165

be reported in Appendix A. 166

3.1 Datasets 167

The benchmark datasets conducted in our experi- 168

ments are DialogRE (Yu et al., 2020) and DDRel 169

(Jia et al., 2020), both are DRE datasets. The offi- 170

cial DialogRE dataset has two versions, we chose 171

the latest version (v2) of English part. Since the 172

conversations in DialogRE are quite natural and 173

colloquial, the preprocessing process includes text 174

normalization like lemmatization and expanding 175

contractions. Because of the different characteris- 176

tics of the datasets, the batch size for DialogRE is 177

16 while the one for DDRel is 4. 178

3.2 Analysis 179

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. In 180

our experiments, we take CNN (row (a)), BERT 181

(row (b)), GDPNet (row (c)) (Xue et al., 2020b), 182

and SimpleRE (row (d)) (Xue et al., 2020a) as the 183

baselines for comparison. GDPNet and SimpleRE 184

2https://huggingface.co/transformers/
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did not conduct the DDRel dataset in their experi-185

ments, so we only report the performance of CNN186

and BERT. Although SimpleRE reported 66.7 F1-187

score of their best-performing model in their paper,188

their problem setting is different from the other189

work. Specifically, they concatenate all the argu-190

ment pairs of a dialogue sample as a long query191

and likewise append it after the dialogue context.192

Because a dialogue sample could have up to 20193

argument pairs, SimpleRE proposes to augment194

more contextual information by means of the con-195

catenation. For fair comparison, we take the same196

setting of SimpleRE taking a single argument pair.197

TREND (row (e)) utilizes BERT-base model198

while TREND-L (row (f)) is based on the BERT-199

large, both models outperform all the baselines200

on DialogRE and achieve the state-of-the-art, and201

TREND-L could further improve the performance202

for 1.0 F1-score. Unlike SimpleRE (row (d)) and203

GDPNet (row (c)) need to iteratively refine the la-204

tent features or latent graphs, the prediction of the205

proposed TREND is straight-forward. Such design206

makes training and inference efficient and robust.207

Table 2 shows a generated example of our model,208

in this example, our model successfully identify209

the correct trigger and hereby help the model to210

predict the right relation. In terms of exact-match,211

the trigger prediction of our model still has lots212

of space to improve, however, exact-match is not213

really necessary. For instance, if the ground truth214

trigger is "Mom" but the predicted trigger is "Dad",215

it could still facilitate the prediction regarding the216

label might be "parent". Partial matches are another217

case, if the ground truth trigger is "got married" but218

the predicted trigger is "married", such prediction219

apparently helps.220

Our trained binary gate has about 85% accu-221

racy while the trigger prediction has no more than222

50% accuracy. Though these sub-modules are not223

perfectly-trained, we found them somewhat useful224

by the ablation test (row (g)-(h)). To examine the225

effectiveness of our modeling, we further try to es-226

timate the upper-bound performance by using the227

ground truth trigger spans for final relation predic-228

tion. The estimated upper-bound of TREND (row229

(e)) is 75.3, in other words, our design of relation230

predictor is validated and the potential of the pro-231

posed model could be unleashed once we enhance232

the trigger prediction.233

Transfer Learning Since the DDRel dataset234

does not provide annotations of triggers, the re-235

"BETSY: That’s all.",

"JIM: That’s all?!"

"BETSY: You don’t see it, do you, father?"

"JIM: No. Fellow wants to sell a house ...

Argument Relation Predicted
Trigger

(BETSY, JIM) Child-Parent father

Table 3: An example of the predicted results of our
model adapted to the DDRel dataset.

ported numbers in (row (e)-(h)) are the transferred 236

results where the models were first pre-trained on 237

DialogRE and then fine-tuned on DDRel. Since the 238

output space is different, the last prediction layer is 239

replaced. From Table 1, we can see that TREND 240

((row (e)-(f))) are the best-performing models in 241

all the evaluation settings. Especially for pair-level 242

evaluation, which takes much longer dialogue con- 243

text as input, the improvement over the baselines is 244

more. We suppose this is because when longer con- 245

text is provided, extracting key evidences becomes 246

more important to overcome information overload. 247

Suprisingly, TREND-L does not keep outperform- 248

ing TREND. Table 3 is an example of the predicted 249

results of our model adapted to DDRel, the model 250

identify the word "father" as the trigger, which is 251

reasonable for the target relation "Child-Parent". 252

All the results show that TREND is capable of 253

transferring learned knowledge to a new dataset 254

and new domain. 255

4 Conclusion 256

In this paper, we propose TREND, a multi-tasking 257

model predicting relation triggers for improving 258

dialogue relation extraction. TREND is a simple, 259

flexible, end-to-end model based on BERT, which 260

has three main components: (1) extractive-style 261

trigger indetifier by predicting start-end pointers, 262

(2) binary classifier for existence of triggers, and (3) 263

a relation predictor with attentional feature fusion. 264

On the DRE benchmark datasets, DialogRE and 265

DDRel, the proposed method achieves the state-of- 266

the-art performance. The experiment results also 267

show that the proposed TREND: (1) can transfer 268

the learned knowledge from DialogRE to DDRel, 269

extracting the informative evidence without further 270

instruction, and (2) has great potential to boost 271

performance more based on the proposed ideas. 272
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A Training Details344

A.1 Hyperparameters345

All the hyper-parameters were selected by grid346

search in (0,1] with step 0.1. The loss functions347

are linearly combined and each of them has a ad-348

justable weight.349

TREND350

• Loss: 0.3 ·Ltrigger + 1.0 ·Lrelation + 1.0 ·Lbinary351

• schedule sampling: 0.7 for trigger prediction,352

0.7 for binary classification353

TREND-L354

• Loss: 0.3 ·Ltrigger + 1.0 ·Lrelation + 1.0 ·Lbinary355

• schedule sampling: 0.5 for trigger prediction,356

0.7 for binary classification357

A.2 Cost of Time358

DialogRE359

• Training: 15min×30360

• Inference: 5min361

DDRel (session-level)362

• Training: 15min×30363

• Inference: 5min364

DDRel (pair-level)365

• Training: 1.5min×30366

• Inference: 10s367
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